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Have you participated in a 30-day challenge before? Maybe you posted a themed photo every day to Instagram

(http://www.instagram.com/dermarescue), or maybe you told all of your Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/dermarescue) friends a new

reason why you love them each day for a month. Whether you’re new to this kind of social commitment or a 30-day challenge connoisseur, we

think everybody should be committed to his or her DERMA RESCUE for a minimum of 30 days.

Let me explain a bit; the drive behind a social media month long challenge is the pressure of your friends and family knowing you’re

participating. Having them expect your daily post can be just enough incentive to keep you going with even the silliest challenges

(https://www.pinterest.com/pin/392657661239986604/). DERMA RESCUE is a fantastic all over lotion that has clinically proven results, but

those results come from a trial period that lasted over 30 days. So when you pick up a tube to try out, telling your friends is the �rst step in social

commitment. Post your progress with #DERMARESCUE and we’ll be sure to encourage you to keep going!
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Your skin regenerates approximately every 27 days. So for DERMA RESCUE to be most successful, apply 2-3 times daily for 45-60 days. After

three months, you’ll notice seriously drastic results (https://kinderma.com/gallery/). So don’t give up! Commit to those �rst

30 days and you’ll start to see the changes that only get better with more time.

Many people believe that it takes 21 days to form a new habit. Although, new research suggests it takes closer to 60 days.

The best way to work towards something is to start with small realistic goals. Challenge yourself to apply DERMA

RESCUE for 30 days. When you reach that goal, bet yourself double or nothing and go for the 60 day stretch. During that

second month you should �nd that not only is your skin looking lovely, but you’ll start to feel that habitual desire to apply

more lotion throughout the day. Once you’ve created a steady habit, you’ve successfully won the challenge! Your skin will

thank you, and the Internet will applaud your dedication and committed spirit.

Best way to do it? When you drink that �rst glass of water in the morning, drop a dab of DERMA RESCUE onto your skin.

Lunchtime—repeat! Then before bed, as you’re getting ready to lie down, apply once more. Simple, right? Then get to it!

Pick up your starting materials now—one tube of DERMA RESCUE lotion here (https://kinderma.com/derma-rescue/) on

our website.
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